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PAKf - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

l. Name any four linear data structures.

2. Give the components of a node of a doubly linked list.

3. Write any one difference bctween linked-stack and linked-queue.

4. Draw the expression tree for ( a ; b - c).

5. l)efine linear search (5x2=10)

PAK| - I}

(Maximum marks: 30)

I Answer any.five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

L List and explain the various types of deque.

2. Differentiate stack and anay.

3. Mention the applications of linked lists.

4. Explain the concept of binary search tree.

5. l)raw a two-way threaded binary tree.

6. Define and explain adjacency list.

' 7. Present the idea of bubble sort. (5x6=30)
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(Tvlaiimum marks: 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each firil question carries 15 marks.)

LiNrt --- I

(a) List and explain the various operations on data structures.

(b) Explain the concept of recursion

On

Give the algorithms for insertion and deletion of elements in circular queue.

UNtr - II

(a) List and explain the various typcs of linked lists.

(b) Write an algorithm for polynorniai addition.

On

(a) Differentiate linked lists and arrays.

(b) Write algorithms for push and pop in linked stack.

UNU - III

Explain the concept of binary fee traversal in detail.

On

(a) Differentiate trees and binary trees with examples.

(b) Mention the applications of binary fees.

UNrr - IV

(a) Present the idea of binary search with algorithm.

(b) Compare BFS and DFS.

On

(a) Define a pivot element in quick sort.

(b) Write Warshall's algorithm.
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